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A Little Perspective from a Long
Paralegal Career
by Jennifer Dwight

Someone asked me recently what
I liked so much about being a
litigation paralegal that I kept
doing it for 33 years. I liked the
cases the most. They’re everchanging, so boredom never
lasted long. Grass doesn’t grow
on a busy street.
I liked fighting for worthy causes
and belonging to an effort so
much bigger than myself.
I liked supporting my family,
doing something I was proud of.
I liked all the learning involved.
Every case teaches the team
something. We learn about new
inventions, how different
businesses operate, about how
and where information in stored
and how to access it. We learn
about various professions:
medicine, law, banking, real
estate, teaching, and many more.
We learn about the internal
operations of our government, for
better or worse. We learn about
technology, different cultures, our
human rights, civil rights and
duties. We learn a lot of history.
We learn about many areas of
human life. We see inside
business partnerships. We’re
exposed to the delicate inner
workings of family life, to bonds
and betrayals among friends, and
to the subliminal factors that
trigger us to make the choices we
make or seek the solutions we
seek.
What we can learn most about, if
we pay attention, is people. How
the clients get in and out of

trouble, and the circumstances
which force them to seek legal
counsel, are the core of every
lawsuit. Human relations are the
center of every business deal,
merger, marriage, contract, will,
every tie that binds, and every
dissolution, severance, and
distribution of assets.
Paralegals are part of the advance
team for the solution. We work on
the facts, are often the first to
know them, to organize the data
so everyone else on the team can
use it to help the client. We’re
messengers, from time to time, of
make-or-break tidings.
Sometimes we see great minds at
work on nettlesome, horrific
problems. Sometimes ours are the
great minds that spot the key to
the puzzle. We see unimaginable
resolutions take place, and entire
courses of action redirected
instantly by someone’s
inspiration.
Several paralegals I know, who
have decades of experience, offer
some advice for paralegals
starting out in the profession
today. We hope it helps you.
•

•

Get involved in the case
beyond what you’re told to do.
Study the Complaint, read the
correspondence, ask questions,
take the initiative. Show your
boss your enthusiasm and
interest;
Stay organized from the
beginning of the case, for your
own sanity. Attorneys don’t

receive any training in law
school on how to manage a
case, or the mechanics of
tracking documents
received and documents
produced. Do it for your
own peace of mind;
• Be calm. If the water’s
choppy and everyone is
stressed out, don’t get on
that boat. If you stay calm, it
will be contagious. Pretty
soon others will relax, and
things will get better;
• Establish trust with your
team. Trust is the foundation
of teamwork, and it’s not
automatic; Double check the
accuracy of your work
before you deliver it.
Proofread everything,
especially email. (Email is
immortal.) You have to prove
yourself to every lawyer,
sometimes every day;
• Attorneys are hesitant to trust
complex assignments to
paralegals, so you have to
show them you’re capable,
have the brains, and are
careful enough to handle
those assignments;
• Avoid interrupting the
lawyers—assume they’re
busy. Save up your questions
to ask all at the same
meeting or on the same
phone call;
• It’s impossible to finish every
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Should I apply for the job?
Many paralegal students get really
excited the moment they receive
their paralegal certificate. This
certificate represents all of their hard
work and the education they
received. They are excited to add
this to their resume. This certificate
now makes them qualified to call
themselves a paralegal. Life is good!
Excitedly, they start looking for
paralegal jobs. They are excited to
peruse the many job descriptions
and the many practice areas their
career choice can give them. The
possibilities are endless! However,
then they read the job requirements
of many postings and suddenly, fear
starts to creep in. Many entry level
job postings are asking for 3-5 years
experience and the entry level pay
will not help them pay all of their
student debt.

Unless they were lucky enough to be
placed in an internship through their
paralegal program, most newly
graduated paralegals don't have any
legal experience. They start to wonder
if they can do the job. After weeks and
weeks for searching for a job, they start
to question whether they have made
the right decision in getting the
paralegal degree. Well, I would
encourage them not to give up.
Even if you feel like you don't meet all
of the requirements, I would
encourage candidates to apply.
Candidates should apply even if you
don't think you will have a chance of
getting hired.
Many employers are looking for
someone who can do the job, but
would really prefer someone who can
fit right in with the company's culture.

The best advice I ever received
regarding interviewing was from a
paralegal. She said, "They can teach
you the skills you need to do the job,
but they can't teach you to have a good
personality." Having a great personality
can get you the job. Most entry-level
positions have another paralegal onsite
who may be able to train you.
If all else fails, you could use your
paralegal certificate to become a:
•
•
•
•

Social security representative
Fiduciary, California Professional
Fiduciary Bureau
Legal services salesperson
Legal computer software instructor

But the main point is, don't give up!

